Married For Life Ministry
April 15-17, 2016
at the Double Tree Hilton
287 Iyannough Rd, Hyannis, MA

We are so happy that you have set aside this time to investing your marriage and your spouse!
Our hope is that during this weekend you will gain a deeper understanding of one another, learn how to
create a better communication flow in your marriage, and have some time to really relax and rest together!

Please be sure to take advantage of the free time as an opportunity to go on a date or 2!
We know life can get busy and, at times, make it seem impossible to "get away‖.
Make this weekend about you as a couple!
Plan lots of time to just "Hang Out!"

Remember, open communication stems from open hearts.
Plan to unmask completely with your spouse and be transparent with each other
as you seek to take your marriage to a deeper level this weekend!

Blessings!
Tony and Susan Palow
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Friday, April 15, 2016
Session #1: “Let’s Get Emotional”

Saturday April 16, 2016
Session #2: ―Simple, Yet Surprising” Pastor Tony & Susan Palow - Oyster Harbor Room

Sunday April 17, 2016
Session #5: “Into Me, See” Pastor Tony & Susan Palow - Oyster Harbor Room
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That Stop Spouses From Taking
Each Other For Granted
Don‘t Let Your Wedding Day Be The Last Day
You Truly Appreciate Your Spouse
by Peter Mcfadden

1. Create a habit of reunion every day.
2. Set aside two minutes of undistracted communication every day.
3. Practice an appreciation ritual every day.
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1. Forgiveness is a choice, not a feeling.
2. Share your hurt
3. Plan for change
4. Stop playing the video
5. Give yourself time

Asking for Forgiveness:
1. Make an unconditional apology
2. Humbly ask for the gift of forgiveness
3. Forgive again and again
4. Follow up with action
5. Give your spouse time
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Crown Financial Ministries
God's Word describes the tithe as a testimony to God's ownership. It was through the tithe that Abraham
acknowledged God's ownership. Thus, God was able to direct and prosper him (Genesis 14:20).

God's freedom cannot be experienced in the area of finances unless:
God's ownership is acknowledged over everything and our role of stewards who have been placed over His
possessions is accepted.
The first part is surrendered back to God.
There is an understanding that God supplies a surplus above basic needs in order to help those in need.
In the Old Testament the Hebrew people brought approximately 23 percent of their increase to the Lord's
storehouse — a physical storehouse. The keepers of the storehouse, the Levites, in turn used what was
given to care for the widows, needy foreigners in the area, orphans, and themselves. In the New Testament,
the people no longer brought their tithes and offerings to a physical storehouse; instead, they gave of their
increase in tithes, offerings, and alms to the church body. The church then used the tithe for spreading the
Gospel. The offerings were used for the general and administrative support of the church, and alms were
used to care for the poor, widows, orphans, and needy.

Conflict over tithing
Because tithing involves money, it is a prime candidate for controversy between a husband and wife.
However, if both spouses are Christians, they should have a desire to please the Lord.
It's important for both spouses to be trained in God's principles of finance. That way, they'll understand that
tithing is God-ordained, not just a personal desire that one spouse is trying to impose on the other. Giving
should come from the heart. As such, tithing is not a law but, rather, an indicator of obedience to all of God's
laws. Because the tithe's purpose is to be an individual or family testimony of God's ownership, it was never
intended that everyone should give the same amount or in the same way but that each should give
bountifully and cheerfully (see 2 Corinthians 9:6-7).

If one spouse is an unbeliever
The problem becomes more complicated when one spouse is an unbeliever. Since it is the responsibility of
the husband to be the leader in his home, if the wife is an unbeliever, husbands must obey the Lord's
direction. Husbands need to realize, however, that the Lord is more concerned about the wife's soul than
about money. If tithing becomes an obstacle to the wife, husbands should consider not tithing temporarily in
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order to win their wives to the Lord. Husbands need to counsel their wives, pray with them, and seek their
opinion and direction but according to God's Word the decision is ultimately the husband's. Because most
wives in America today are looking for the strong leadership that seems to be lacking in many marriages,
husbands need to take the lead regarding tithing.
If the unbelieving spouse is the husband, the believing wife should submit to his wishes and trust that her
submissive attitude will win him to the Lord (see 1 Peter 3:1-6). Remember it is not the money but the
attitude of the heart about which the Lord is most concerned. If wives have made commitments to give and
their husbands object to giving, God sees the desire of the wives' hearts to tithe and He will honor that
commitment, even though wives honor their husbands' wishes. God will bless because of the wife's attitude,
not because of giving.
However, a wife might still ask her husband to let her give an amount smaller than the tithe for at least a
year. If, at the end of the year, the family is worse off financially as a result of giving, she will agree to stop
giving. If the family is better off, the husband may agree to give more. In Malachi 3:10, the Lord says to test
Him in this thing (tithing). Often this is just the opportunity for God to prove Himself real to a doubting spouse.

Conclusion
Giving the tithe is the outward expression of inner commitment — or lack of it. It is material and financial
surrender prompted by spiritual surrender. However, if couples do not tithe because one spouse objects to
tithing, the subject should be placed "on the back burner," until they are able to discuss and study the
principles of tithing together.
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by Willard F. Harley, Jr.

Her Needs:
1. Affection - security, protection, comfort, and approval
2. Conversation - pre-marriage conversation shouldn‘t be dropped after the wedding
3. Honesty and Openness - create an atmosphere of trust
4. Financial Commitment - She needs to feel ―supported‖
5. Family Commitment - taking a leadership role shows an investment of commitment

His Needs:
1. Sexual fulfillment - Sex can come naturally and often, if there is enough affection
2. Recreational companionship - Pursue some of his interests
3. An attractive spouse - A man's need for physical attractiveness in a mate is profound
4. Domestic support - He needs peace and quiet
5. Admiration - He needs her to be proud of him.
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What Does God Expect?
by Crown Financial Ministries
A newlywed couple was struggling to keep their marriage together just six months after their wedding. The
reason was no mystery. They had accumulated $180,000 of combined consumer and student-loan debt —
on just $60,000 of income. The wedding, honeymoon and home furnishings were all purchased with credit
cards and loans from family. The couple's financial picture was shocking. Unfortunately, their marriage did
not last through their first year, and bankruptcy was in the future for both of them.
Surviving the "for richer, for poorer" part of our wedding vows begins with understanding that God has a plan
for our finances. In fact, understanding God's minimum requirements for money is a way to thrive in married
life as we avoid some of the difficulties that can take place over the course of a marriage.
Rather than seeing the goal of a new marriage as the accumulation of things, couples need to build a strong
team relationship and seek God first. Jesus talked about the desire to accumulate things and about worries
over money. In Matthew 6:33, He advised: "Seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all
these things will be added to you."
Rather than being owners of all we hold, we are more accurately "renters" in this world — caretakers of what
God has given us. "We brought nothing into the world, and we cannot take anything out of the world" (1
Timothy 6:7). Once couples accept that God owns everything and they have simply been chosen to be
stewards or managers of His property, then it's important for them to manage according to His principles and
standards. How we faithfully manage what He has given us will determine whether He will give us greater
things to manage. "Well done, good and faithful servant. You have been faithful over a little; I will set you
over much. Enter into the joy of your master" (Matthew 25:23).

The biblical concept of stewardship begins with understanding that we will be judged by how well we take
care of our resources, including the people in our lives. Here are some important truths to keep in mind as
you consider how to become better stewards:
Think ahead to avoid problems. "Which of you, desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and count the
cost, whether he has enough to complete it?" (Luke 14:28). Too often, couples put off planning until they are
so deeply in debt that it seems impossible to get out. That's not planning; it's reacting. Couples need to begin
planning by writing down their goals and objectives, which should include a balanced budget, and these
goals and objectives need to be reviewed yearly. One of the first goals includes avoiding financial bondage
by staying out of additional debt and committing to paying off existing debt. This doesn't necessarily mean
that a couple should never borrow money, but borrowing to buy consumables, such as gifts, vacations and
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clothes, should be avoided. This type of borrowing will put a couple back into insurmountable debt faster than
they can pay themselves out of it.
Keep good records. "By wisdom a house is built, and by understanding it is established; by knowledge the
rooms are filled with all precious and pleasant riches" (Proverbs 24:3-4). It is impossible for couples to have
their finances under control unless they understand the basics of good record keeping. Recently it was
discovered that fewer than two out of 10 couples know how to actually balance their bank accounts. This
means that many married couples seldom know how much money they have to spend or how much they are
spending. Couples should work together to develop their financial plans, but there should be only one
bookkeeper in the home who pays the bills. Two bookkeepers tend to invite disaster.
Get educated. "The simple believes everything, but the prudent gives thought to his steps" (Proverbs 14:15).
Most financially naive couples are not stupid regarding money; they are just uninformed regarding how
borrowing and interest rates work. As a result, their primary concern becomes "How much are the monthly
payments?" rather than "How much is this going to cost ultimately?" In addition, naive people often borrow
more money than they can repay because they have no budget. In essence, they have no idea where their
money goes each month or how much credit their income can support. Couples need to learn financial
management and budgeting principles and use that information to avoid debt or financial problems. Crown
Financial Ministries has many tools to help create budgets, plan retirement and consider the true cost of your
plans so they can be fulfilled.
God has special purposes for every couple: to bring joy to the husband and wife and to create a team that
can achieve more together than the individuals could accomplish on their own. Think of your goals as larger
than your purchases, and get free from debt so you can be available for any adventure God brings your way.
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by Dave Ramsey

―Budgeting is too difficult!‖
That‘s one of the most common reasons why many people don‘t budget. They either don‘t understand what a
budget is or they truly don‘t know how to efficiently put one together.
We want to help you see that budgeting is much easier than you might have experienced. Budgets don‘t
have to be about complicated formulas and tedious math. Just like many other aspects of your life, keeping it
simple usually works wonders.
Here are five basic, proven ways to simplify your budget.
1. Make a schedule (and stick to it!)
While you‘re making the budget part of your monthly routine, why not pick specific dates for other expenses?
Set up auto drafts out of your checking account to pay bills, and buy your groceries on a set day every week
or twice a month—preferably, when the kids aren‘t around to tell you all about how awesome the new
Chocolate King Crunch Sugar Bits cereal is!
When you know what to expect and when to expect it, you take a lot of stress and potential pitfalls out of the
picture.

Time to Take Control Now
2. Make it a team effort.
If you‘re married, then it‘s important to make sure your spouse is on board and knows what‘s up with the
budget. You‘re just asking for problems when one spouse is doing all the planning and the other spouse is
doing all the spending.
Sit down once a month and have a budgeting talk. Make it fun! Chow down on some of your favorite drinks
and snacks to help you focus. The important thing here is that you‘re both on the same page. That change
alone will make your life—and your money—much easier to manage.

Related: 3 Ways to Get Your Spouse On Board Financially
3. Expect the unexpected.
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You have your month planned to a T, but, inevitably, something comes up. Maybe it‘s an unexpected invite to
a birthday dinner or an office baby-shower gift you‘ve been asked to help with. You want to participate but
you‘re left trying to fit birthday dinners into your grocery budget and baby showers into entertainment. That‘s
not going to work.
Create a buffer in your budget by putting a small amount aside for unexpected expenses throughout the
month. That way, when something comes up, you can cover it without taking away money you‘ve already put
somewhere else in the budget. Keep track of expenses that frequently end up in this budget category.
Eventually, you might want to promote them to a permanent spot on the budget roster.
4. Cut up your credit cards.
The great thing about a debit card? It comes straight out of your bank account. There‘s no middleman
charging 15% interest.
No credit cards means no more bills to add to the budget, fewer complications, and zero worries about fees
and high interest rates. Stick to using your debit card (and even cash!), and dump those credit cards like your
ninth-grade boyfriend.
5. Take it online.
With online budgeting, you can say goodbye to messy, complicated spreadsheets and clunky software.
Budgeting is easier and more efficient than it‘s ever been thanks to EveryDollar—Dave Ramsey‘s new online
budget tool.
To get started, sign up at EveryDollar.com. Once you‘re registered, you‘ll be guided through the process of
setting up your first budget. After you‘ve created it, you can download the EveryDollar app and keep track of
your transactions while on the go.
Budgeting has never been simpler.
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by Chris Brown

A few months ago, I shared with you four things I say to my wife to put action behind the words ―I love you.‖
Those four phrases continue to make a huge impact on our marriage.
I thought it only fitting to follow up that post with four things Holly says to me that add weight to her ―I love
you.‖ Not only have Holly and I walked through 15 years of marriage, but as a pastor, I have also talked with
many couples as they work through struggles in their own marriage. It‘s a wonderful thing to pour hope back
into relationships that look so hopeless.
These experiences taught me that solid marriages and crumbling marriages are both a direct result of the
small things. Below are four small phrases you can say to your husband to add weight to the words "I love
you."
Say this: “I’m proud of you.”
I recently heard Pastor Steven Furtick say, "Most men feel like they are not cutting it."
I think this is true. Most men feel like they‘re not good enough. When Holly says, "I‘m proud of you," what I
really hear is that she is proud to be associated with me and proud to be seen with me. One of the most
powerful ways a wife can show pride for her husband is to brag on him. Brag on him to the kids: "Your daddy
works so hard every day! Did you know daddy is the best mechanic in Dallas? I am so proud he is my
husband and your daddy!" Brag on him to your family and friends.
When your spouse finds out you‘re bragging about him, guess what will happen? I bet you he‘ll become a
more confident person—a man who realizes he‘s not only cutting it, but actually excelling as the man God
created him to be.
Say this: “I trust you.”
When it comes to making decisions, I prefer to make the decision and then manage that decision. Holly, on
the other hand, would rather analyze and talk it through until she‘s sure it‘s the right decision.
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So when Holly says, "I trust you," what she‘s really saying is, "We don't have to analyze and talk this one out
for days." Don't get me wrong—I love to talk things through with Holly. I appreciate her input and perspective.
Sometimes, though, I just want to make the decision and move on!
More importantly, I know when Holly tells me she trusts me, she is saying, "I trust in your relationship with
God and your ability to hear from Him on your own. I trust you as our leader. I trust you to make the right
decision—and even if you don't, we will manage it together. I am not jumping ship the moment you make one
wrong decision. I am here for the long haul and I trust you.‖
Say this: “I handled it.”
Nothing that says "I love you" more than when Holly calls me at work and says, "The washing machine broke
and flooded the laundry room today, but I want you to know I called the handyman and took care of it.
Everything is good as new!"
Of course it's $317 later, but good as new nonetheless! I tell you what . . . in the middle of a busy day at
work, she could have told me it was $2,000 and I would still be relieved that she handled it.Some days, the
best way you show your spouse that you are thankful for him is to take on something that normally would fall
in his territory. When you handle it, you take one extra thing off his list rather than adding it to his list.
Say this: “Hi honey. How was your day?”
This isn‘t so much about the words a wife says, but rather what she is doing when she says them.
On most days, Holly gets home before I do. The two hours before I get home are a crazy time for her—she‘s
helping kids with homework, offering after-school snacks, finishing up details from work, and making dinner
for the family. I know how chaotic this time can feel for her.
That‘s why it means so much to me that she often stops what she‘s doing to meet me at the door—in the
middle of all the afternoon chaos—and ask me about my workday. By giving me a few seconds of attention,
she tells me that I am her priority. I am her choice.
So meet your husband in the middle of your chaos for a moment. Give each other a heartfelt hug or a kiss
and then tag team the home together for the rest of the evening.
Remember: When it comes to marriage, the small things are the big things. Small steps of intentionality
make a big path for love. Small steps of loyalty and concern lead to lifelong companionship. As spouses, we
should sweat the small stuff. It matters big.
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by Chris Brown

My wife, Holly, and I will celebrate 15 years of marriage soon. Thankfully, I know a little bit more about how to
be a good husband than when we first walked down that maroon-carpeted aisle.
Back in the early days, I thought the words "I love you" were the only words needed for a thriving marriage.
So I said them a lot. Over time, though, I began to expand my marriage vocabulary.
I still say, ―I love you, Holly‖ every single day.
But I‘ve added a few more key phrases too. When I say these things, I see the smile in her heart and the
relief in her eyes. I know what she needs to hear to feel safe, cherished and appreciated.
These are the top four phrases a husband can say to his wife to put action behind the words "I love you."
Say this: "I thought about you today."
Your spouse wants to know that even in the middle of a stressful day at the office, during a business lunch,
or on your way to meet with a client, she crossed your mind.
Sometimes it‘s as simple as, "We had Chipotle for lunch and it made me think of you, because I know how
much you love that place." Or, "We were in a meeting today talking about where the company needs help. I
was sitting there thinking, ‗Holly would know exactly what to do.‘"
Letting your wife know you‘re thinking about her is an easy way to communicate that she‘s cherished. Not to
mention the fact that, when it comes to Holly, the schoolboy part of me likes when she‘s in the middle of my
world.
Say this: "Let me watch the kids tonight. You deserve a break."
In two short sentences, you accomplish two big things. You give your wife valuable and much-needed time to
herself. And you show her you respect what she does for your family.
Moms have a tough job—whether they work in the home or outside of the home. My wife is an awesome
mom and she deserves my appreciation and hands-on help to lighten her load.
When I say, ―Take a break,‖ it lets Holly know we are a team. It is not me out there and her in here. It‘s us.
It‘s always us. And we both need breaks.
Her night off doesn‘t have to be extravagant. I take the kids to the pool after work or send her to get her nails
done while I fix PB&J sandwiches for movie night.
Giving your wife some time alone will allow her to reenergize. Often, this puts Holly in a new space mentally.
She comes home an even better mom and wife all because I put a little action behind my appreciation.
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Say this: "Can I pray for you about that?"
We‘ve all heard that our wives want a listener, not a fixer. But beyond this, I also believe our wives want a
leader.
Holly is a pretty strong lady. She‘s independent and disciplined. That‘s why it always surprises me that one of
her greatest desires is for me to lead our family.
She wants me to challenge her and push our family to new places spiritually, professionally and purposefully.
My wife feels safe and secure in our marriage when she knows that I am fulfilling my role as our spiritual
leader.
If your wife is overwhelmed by something, listen to her. Then when she‗s done talking it through, ask if you
can pray for her. You might be shocked by the level of respect, trust and love that blossoms out of her heart
for you. Don't be shy. Step in and lead your wife in this area. You may feel awkward and hesitant at first, but
trust me, she won't care. And you'll get better at it with time.
Say this: "I’m turning off my phone and computer for the night."
Woah. This one will blow your wife away. Shutting down my access to the outside world tells Holly this
evening is about us—our kids, our issues, our conversations, and our laughter. I'm not sharing what we
share in the house tonight with anyone else. I'm not looking for good material or a great picture. I just want us
to be us.
No one can interrupt. My eyes will be on the person speaking or the task at hand for the rest of the night.
This kind of focus is almost unheard of, but it‘s a must in today's world. Try to do this one night a week. Drop
the distractions and make your family the main attraction. Watch how this small sacrifice will change your
marriage.
These four small phrases revolutionized our relationship. It seems like, in marriage, the small things are the
big things. Being intentional in the small things makes a path for big love. Small steps of loyalty and concern
lead to lifelong companionship. Sweat the small stuff. It really does matter.
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1.

Find a spot near water and have someone take a picture of you and your spouse

2.

Go to a local beach and write your initials in the sand – take a picture

3.

Find a Gas Station and sing a love song duet with your spouse in front of the clerk. Be sure to look into
each other‘s eyes! Have the clerk sign here. _______________________________.

4.

Find something that has your wedding anniversary month on it and buy it or take a picture of it. Show it
on the last day of retreat.

5.

Buy each other Cape Cod post cards and write a love note to each other.

6.

Have someone take a picture of you sitting on a motorcycle together.

7.

Find a stranger, and tell them the story of how you met. Have them sign here:
_______________________________________.

8.

Slow dance with your spouse in the street

9.

Go through a drive through carrying your spouse on your back. Order a drink.

10. Go outside and look up at the stars for a few minutes. Find a constellation.
Talk about your dreams
11. Find a way to use up all the massage oil in your gift bag before Sunday
12. Men, pick flowers for your wife and give them to her sometime this weekend
13. Ladies, get your husband a coffee or his favorite dessert and give it to him sometime
this weekend.
14. Call your spouse by their pet name(s) all weekend. If they don‘t have one, give them one!
15. Write down every pet name you hear other couples calling each other throughout the
weekend.
16. Play a prank on another couple in the group. (make sure it‘s non- invasive)
17. Pick out a Bible verse with your spouse for your marriage. Make it a vision statement
for your marriagethe next year
18. Surprise your spouse sometime over the weekend with a random act of kindness.
19. Recreate your wedding proposal sometime over the weekend
20. Have a chicken fight with another couple in the pool
21. Share with your spouse your most embarrassing moment ever! Be Honest!
22. Find a park bench and kiss your spouse on it for 30 seconds!
23. Wives kiss your husband on the cheek or forehead with dark lipstick. Husbands, leave the
kiss on for one full meal!
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24. Stand up at dinner and yell out one nice thing about your spouse without introduction
25. Jump on the bed with your spouse and have a pillow fight!
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